Because of the experimental errors in the pole figures the iterative harmonic method does not succeed in every case in getting a fully positive solution f(g). In this paper, it is proposed to apply, in such cases, a final correction in order to ensure the positivity of the ODF.
INTRODUCTION
An elegant way to determine a complete O.D.F. in the frame of the harmonic method is the iterative positivity technique (Dahms and Bunge, 1988; Dahms and Bunge, 1989; Wagner and Dahms, 1991 ). An iteration is based on the following formula:
fp+l(g) fp(g) + lp+p+l(g) (1) with fp(g) the calculated solution after p steps with
and with .p+l an optimizatio_n parameter (Wagner et al., 1990 
where r](g), similarly as in (2), is defined by
and where k is a normalization factor which ensures that
If ff is the integral over the whole Euler space of the function el(g), k reads: 
